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Introduction

- There has been various studies looking at supply responses for different crops. (2014: 2012) But there aren’t any studies that look at the supply response specifically for pulses.
- It is this research gap that this study aims to fill, specially catering to the dynamic nature of its supply. The study uses Arellano-Bond, D 1 GMM method which has not been done for pulses before.
- The Pulse sector in India has received a compelling policy attention due to its hyper price fluctuations in recent years.
- The concerns intensify as Indian dietary composition hugely relies only on pulses. Special Plan to achieve 19+ million tonnes of pulses production.

Objectives, Data and Methods

- To Study the factors affecting relative area allocation to pulses.
- To provide empirical evidence in term of production
- To analyze Price vs Non-Price factors
  o If supply is not responsive then why?
  o To study if the intensification has been the price response rather than acreage.
- The Dataset is created by combining two secondary datasets.
  o ICRI SAT- VDSA Mezco-level Dataset
  o Pilot-level Cost of cultivation dataset of CACP
- ICRI SAT VDSA is a comprehensive long district – level panel set on key agricultural and socio-economic variables whereas CACP dataset contains the value of each crop and inputs and their respective quantities which are then used for deriving prices, merged with appropriate district matching with VDSA dataset.
- In the end we have a balanced panel of 305 districts in 18 states over 2005-06 to 2013-14.
- We have used Arellano-Bond, Difference GMM estimation technique specifically designed for “Small T and Large N; 2) a linear functional relationship; 3) a dynamic length.” Specially catering to the endogeneity problem within the system.

Findings (1)

- Price factors do not account for supply response in terms of acreage response by the farmers even at the farm gate level.
- Non-price factors like rainfall(drought) is significant.
- There can be issue of risk premium precluding response to prices which means that the supply curve is piecewise vertical.
- Beyond a threshold price change it is upward sloping.
- These results are robust to varying lag lengths.
- Net Irrigated Area in a district is significant and negative.

Dynamics of Pulses

- Pulses have not increased much in area and yields over a long time but there have been allot of interregional movements
- Pulses have been crowded out by cereals.
- Pulses moved away from green revolution belt.
- Pulses also moved away from irrigated areas which is also shown by my regression as Net irrigated area was negative and significant
- 87% of current pulse production happens in rain fed areas.

Conclusions and Way Forward

- Big Price increases needed to overcome the risk.
- Strengthening Evidence for Instruments like Irrigation as it is mostly grown in rain fed areas
- Government Procurement for pulses as this will hinder hoarding Practices by private players.
- Future Of MSP for pulses? Can MSP take care for Risk Premium? Are changes in MSP counter cyclical?
- Price Policies can have limitations.
- Developing short duration varieties in Pigeon Pea to compete with cereals
- Take Soil conservation, drainage, agronomic measures to address flooding and drought problem in Pigeon Pea

Descriptive Statistics (1)

Descriptive Statistics (2)

1 Agricultural Statistics at a Glance 2012, Government of India. 2 Data for year 2006 was deleted due to non availability of data in CACP data-set. 3 Robust standard errors in parentheses.